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The book contains the well-known verified characteristic symptoms of all our medicines besides

other less important symptoms aiding the selection of the curative remedy. All the new medicines

and essentials of the published clinical experience of the school have been added. In its present

compact form it contains the maximum number of reliable Materia Medica facts in the minimum

space.
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This is a wonderful book but not for the untrained homeopathic I have found out. This book requires

certain knowledge to navigate and if you haven't studied homeopathy you will not be able to use it

appropriately...unless you are up for a huge challenge. The book is very informative and has several

sections that require you know what you are doing to use it as a reference.

Boerick's Materia Medica is the most consulted among the Homeopathic Fraternity, and this

particular volumn contains much helpful extra-Materia Medica material. I have no complaint with any

of 's speedy and efficient handeling of my purchase and would highly recommend the purchase of

this material as a desk reference to a practitioner or as a handbook to a lay-person.

I bought this book to research treatments for the wife and my arthritis. I not only found it usefull for

arthritis but other medicalneeds as well. The book could use some translations from the old medical

terms to new. But the book was found to be veryuseful to our family.JosephHandi-Capable



This review is no reflection on the seller as i have no complaints there. My quarrel is with B. Jain

Publishers. When i first got the book i leafed through it briefly. However only now while referring to

to for specific medications etc i am horrified to find pages missing! Unable to find any description of

Cantharis i could not accept that this drug was not mentioned and looking in the index i found it

referred me to page 146 which does not exist! not only that but pages 135 to 198 are missing. It's a

very fat book and I'm not site i want to go through each page but a little leafing revealed that pages

167 to 198 ( and again 199 to 230) come after page 230. Despite some missing pages appearing

later it is still clear that some pages are completely missing.This is sad state of affairs and i can only

feel dissapointment that this Indian publication reflects so badly on India. I am Indian and i know we

are capable of high quality work when we put our mind to it. This is shabby.I wouldn't even have put

1 star except no stars is not an option. If the seller is willing to take this back and take the matter up

with the publisher i would be grateful. Sorry but i had already deleted emails so cannot find the

seller i bought it from to send a personal note. Please forgive this public statement. However i will

not be purchasing again any book published by B. Jain Publishers.

A complete and very interesting book, full of descriptions also about less known remedies. It is an

advisable reading for those who are interested in homeopathy and natural therapies. A good price

too, considering that the book has a lot of pages.

The reason I am giving this 2 stars is the printers of this book have not caught the missing sections

of information in the book and corrected it or else they should informed buyers of the situation so

they can be prepared and decide wheather they want to purchase this or not. Bad form guys!

Otherwise this would be a useful book.

This has been a very helpful book for my schooling and medical practice needs. Book was in perfect

condition just as described

This book is like a bible to me. Very precise and organized. It's thick because it covers everything.
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